Columbia returns home

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AP) - The Columbia brilliantly wound up its first trial by taking yesterday's flight without a hitch. The shuttle was cleared to land on a sand-covered desert runway.

The moment of triumph belonged to astronauts John Young and Robert Crippen, who inaugurated a revolutionary space transportation system with a flight lasting two days, six hours.

"What a way to come to Califor­nia," said Crippen. "Do we have to take it to the hun­dred," asked Young after the ship came to a stop. "We have to do it to­day," replied Shuttle Commander Joe Allen.

The astronauts came out of a 15-minute communication blackout, the most difficult filled time, with a tense breaking smile for the shuttle team: "Hello Houston. Columbia here.

Down, down, the Columbia went, dipping first to one side, then an­other. From a hypersonic speed of 25,000 мetres it went to supersonic and then to subsonic. Two sonic booms ex­ploded over Rogers Dry Lake.

"Looking Beautiful," Allen said. And it was.

The ship rolled to a stop on the Rogers Dry Lake runway at the Mojave Desert at 1:22 p.m. right on the runway centerline. It had flown almost exactly two days, six hours, 20 minutes and 52 seconds.

"Welcome home Columbia," said Allen. "Beautiful Beautiful!"

From President Reagan in Wash­ington, came these words: Congratulations on a job well done.

From Johnson Space Center direc­tor Christoph Kraft, who hopes to have Columbia up for next flight No. 2 in September, "We just got in­finitely safer today.

The astronauts had to return inside for about 45 minutes while the ship's remaining deadly fuels were cleared out and the hatch opened. The first recovery crew came away with a glad report — no problems.

Enormous crowds, estimated at 170,000, came in cars and campers to watch the completion of the first heralded and long delayed trial flight. The descent was bathed in a brilliant mid-morning sun. Chase planes were aloft to escort the shuttle and to photograph it. Columbia went aloft Sunday on a "white hot tower of flame and per­sonal glory" haziness during its shakedown cruise. Crippen quickly dubbed her a "champin'.

We want her back in the hangar."

Allen, an astronaut, told the astronauts as they began their third — and last — turn around Earth. Over the Indian Ocean an hour before touchdown, Young and Crippen fired the engine to start the ship on its descent.

All communication between space crew and ground stopped for 15 minutes as an ion fence formed around Columbia.

By Wednesday late afternoon, Columbia came into the atmos­phere nose up to shift the brunt of the 2,750 degree heat to the tiles.

See SHUTTLE, page 3

Representative also suggested a distribution of tickets on a "first come, first serve" plan within the four hours ether than through class lot­tery.

"We have already decided to have a intra-ball ticket exchange plan in See TIX, page 3
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Two professors at the University of Notre Dame received major fellowships to assist in financing advanced study in their chosen fields. Donald P. Kommers, director of the Center for Civil and Human Rights, will continue a project, "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity in German and American Constitutional Law: The Quest for a Public Philosophy," with funds from the Rockefeller Foundation. Humanities Fellowships and West Germany's Alexander von Humboldt Foundation helped fund the project. Kommers also received a Rockefeller Fellowship for a study of "The Human Cost of Apportionment and the New Contemporary American Poetic Tradition and Literature." Fine hand of experience with South African life and interviews with important writers and critics will supplement her literary and critical work. "Great Expectations and Beyond" at Heidelberg University, Germany, and Yale Law School in the United States are the research sites of Kommer's project.—The Observer

Early repayment of Guaranteed Student Loans could save both students and the government hundreds of dollars, under a plan suggested by the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency. "The less time a student borrower takes to repay a loan, the less it costs the government for special allowances and interest benefits and the less it costs students for interest repayments," says the PHEAA study. As an example, the agency explained the savings on a $4,000 GSL borowed at 7 percent interest. If a student took the full 10 years to repay, the ultimate cost would be $6,873, but under the proposed plan, if a student repaid it within five years, the cost would be $5,803 — actually less than the principal. Similarly, at the end of one year repayment would be just $547. The federal government would make up the difference to lenders, and would still save money in the long run. And the plan would not affect access to new loans, as would changes in GSL policy proposed by the Reagan administration. But the best news yet is that students seem to find the plan feasible. A preliminary PHEAA survey of Pennsylvania students showed that more than half the students would be likely to opt for early repayment.—College Hodinines

Coca-Cola, the worldwide American symbol damed as a decaying by China's leaders during the Cultural Revolution, is being brought back to life in Communist China. The first bottles of Coke made in China since the Communists took over in 1949 began rolling out of the middle of a cash paddy outside Peking this week. The plant, which opens officially today, will produce two million cases a year of Coke. Its product is called "kekoukelc," for "happy and delicious."—AP

In Moscow, Tass reported the successful landing of the U.S. space shuttle Columbia yesterday and said the flight was "of special importance," adding that it showed "the clear that he believed in your emotions. If you can't be hurt, you can't be a writer. The key to good writing was "being about something else." At this point of his lecture, he explained, he had "written not much lately."

I am not a writer, but I really cared about (except Mouse Control). What more was that I felt the same indifference toward all my endeavors. Listening to Rutherford, I began to realize that I have been moving through the motions. "The greatest writer is to evoke: an emotional response from the reader," he said. "You want to create in his mind a vivid and continuous dream. You can't do that unless you are writing about something else that touches you deeply."

If you want to be a good writer, you must expose your emotions. If you can't be hurt, you can't be a writer. The system at the Observer is computerized. Writing is no longer a focus of my life, but I am still interested in Rutherford, I am not interested in something you are able to do a good writer. I reflected a little longer and wondered if I could ever be a good anything. Could I ever care enough about what I was doing to be "good?"

I have been going through the motions at work, at home and among my friends. Writing without emotion is not possible. My computer terminal is capable of that. When Rutherford was done talking, I had been shamed back into life. I began to participate again. I took pride in knowing that four
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Lettuce, Rich in the mid and upper 50s. Clear at night and cool with a low in the mid and upper 50s. Mostly sunny tomorrow and warm in the mid to about 70.—AP
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At meeting last night
Speakers advise o-c students

The Off-Campus Commission conducted an advisory program last night in LaFortune Little Theater for all current and prospective off-campus residents. Thirty students were present to hear Off-Campus Commissioner Kathy Jurado, Prof Arthur Orsini, director of the Northeast Neighborhood center, and Jim Masters, assistant district attorney for the city of South Bend. Ms. Jurado opened the meeting by reminding students that the OFF-Campus Housing office is available "to help the students in any problems with landlords or anyone else." Students are in part to blame for many of the problems that have plagued off-campus dwellers in the past year, according to Masters. "Students don't realize that other people live here," he explained. Masters expressed hope that students would make an effort to alleviate the problems by "getting to know a lot of your neighbors." He added, in the meantime, students take precautionary measures such as the marking of valuable items, and that they should leave the lights on when no one is home. Orsini reminded students that many residents of the northeast neighborhood are 55 or older, and that students ought to treat these neighbors with respect. Also, he pointed out that good neighbors will "watch each other's houses." Orsini reminded students that in the event of an emergency, they should dial 911 to summon help.

One member of the Off-Campus Commission, Bill Christopher, suggested that students might take advantage of tenant insurance, available from most insurance companies, as a means of protecting possessions.

Shuttle

Tens of thousands of spectators clustered at stipulated spots around the dry lake, invited VIPs scattered under giant canopies, perhaps 40,000 car and camperloads of private citizens packed into a public viewing site. Greg Ahern spoke for all of them. He said he was there so: "I can tell my kids I was here for the first one."

Tix

order to help eliminate the problem of "no-shows," stated O'Brien. Under the plan students without tickets may purchase them on a one ticket basis from students who are for validation when pulled from the packet they should get one at the ticket office in the ACC.

week. Bell said earlier mailing of the tickets for football and hockey tickets continued from page 1 as the

Students should receive applications for football and hockey tickets within the next two weeks, with the basketball ticket plan and other sports ticket applications arriving later. Bell said earlier mailing of the packets should insure their arrival but if a student does not receive a packet they should get one at the ticket office in the ACC.

Jeremiah Sweeney's Presents a:
TAX MAN PARTY
Wednesday
April 15 8PM
in the Lounge

Come dressed as the Tax Man

Costume Contest:

********** 1st prize $100
********** 2nd prize $50
************** 3rd prize $25

Special on Screwdrivers********

NOTRE DAME AVE. APTS
2 bedrooms completely furnished complete kitchen off-street parking up to 4 students
$340-$360/month call 234-6647

DORM LIFE CRAMPING YOUR STYLE?

The following are entry forms for various events associated with the GREENTOWN GLASS FESTIVAL.

For each event you wish to enter, mail the appropriate form and entry fee to:

Brad Bagwell
31 Hidden Acres
Greentown, IN 46936

GREENTOWN GLASS FESTIVAL TRIATHLON
Sunday June 14, 1981
Includes each of the following events: 0.8 mile swim, 37 mile bike ride, and 9 mile road run. Registration material include a doctor's certificate and release of liability form. No classes. Ages 18-45, limited to first 60 entries. Entry fee: $25.00

Name: ____________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Entry fee: $4.00

Name: ____________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Entry fee: $17.00

Name: ____________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Entry fee: $17.00

Make check or money order payable to: GREENTOWN GLASS FESTIVAL

**
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Stalking the elusive education

Once upon a time there was a young man in elementary school who loved school and learning, but was bored by the repetitive rote learning. His teachers were content and enthusiasm, but they could not rise above the stifling nature of the old system.

The young man began looking forward to a started public school high because of the promised education and the opportunity of modular scheduling and open campus, and a Catholic high school that prided itself on discipline and the quality of its education. And he is safe to say that I didn't learn anything in the latter.

In school, I can write these words and balance my checkbook (barely), and read a newspaper and perform all the basic tasks that would be expected of a high school graduate, but I still feel like there is something missing, some sort of method and understanding that I missed on my travels through the American school system. Perhaps it is just me, but something is missing in a number of my friends talk about. It's the same missing in the same way about everyday, the columns asking why Johnny can't read and why SAT scores are falling every year, and why students are ever more materialistic and apathetic. Some refer to this in a recent issue as "Scared Students." Another friend of mine says that students are more concerned with earning than learning, as the risks to the professions indicate. An explanation for this can be found in the current economic situation, which does not lend itself to "middleclass," but I think it goes deeper than that.

American high schools, with all the controversy that surrounds housing, racial tensions, discipline, drugs, etc. are slowly losing their absolutely crucial role in the American fashion. More and more it is necessary to attend exclusive private schools in order to receive any semblance of an education, and this is creating an educated elite that is even more pronounced than the traditional격 high school or comparable connection that is normally thought of in the American education. This is because the rest of us are not being educated in the public system, and some schools. When I speak of education, I am referring to the development as well as training of young minds to analyze and create in the pursuit of creating as passive acceptors of stimuli. The current educational system exerts to create drons to work in the marketplace, whether it be as blue collar laborers or white collar managers.

American education has become vocational rather than instructional. A student is programmed into a certain track from a young age, usually determined by the economic standing of his parents, and follows it to completion, whether it be as a garbage checker or a pre-med student. What is being lost here is the ability in the way of transmitting values from generation to generation, or of creating the consciousness necessary for the American society to run successfully. It is the duty of the citizen to be the backbone of the society and maintain the chosen system, as an elector, the system will not function if there is an undereducation that does not have the ability to be an effective factor in the process. We spend millions of dollars on food and medical aid. In one interview Duarte was asked if his country needed more arms in order to compete with the well-supplied guerrilla forces. He replied that rather than depend only on the strength of arms, they were confident to rely upon the American support.

President Duarte has managed many of the personal and physical times. Duarte's life was not jeopardized by the poor. Because of his staunch advocacy of the welfare of his country, he has been beaten, mutilated and exiled. It was asked if his country needed more arms in order to compete with the well-supplied guerrilla forces. He replied that rather than depend only on the strength of arms, they were confident to rely upon the American support.

Duarte is a dedicated individual who must treat the great multiplicity of problems that were not his making and for which there is no simple solution. I know Duarte. He is a good and moral man. I trust him. He is dedicating his life and career to the welfare of his country.

James A. McCarthy
Prof Emeritus, Civil Engineering
South Bend

The most feasible and human solution in El Salvador is for the economic agrarian reform to succeed. This will be done by establishing the middle class/junta as being credible and by supporting them with economic aid.

Unfortunately, President Reagan views the leftist threat to be a major one in Central America. There have been many arms sent to El Salvador in the last year than the last 20 combined. Their military needs have been filled.

This aid may result in unwanted side effects. The additional aid will increase the level of corruption of the security forces within the military. These forces are responsible for over half of the deaths in El Salvador. For the last 10 years the country has been under military and economic control. Only in the last year did Salvadoran have a say in the country's affairs. The situation, especially with the selection of Duarte as president, had been moving in the U.S.'s favor. Why reverse strategy now when the original conditions are still there.

Jeffrey M. Cragin
Stanford Hall

Next week's question: Do you feel a Notre Dame student should be allowed to sit in on meetings of the Board of Trustees? Deadline: next Wednesday, noon.

The Observer
Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556

The Observer is an independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame at South Bend, Indiana. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as fairly, candidly, and promptly as possible. Editorial staffs represent the opinions of the majority of the Editorial Board. Commentaries, opinions, and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and letters expressing a varying opinion are invited through letter writers.
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Editor's Note. Every week, "Viewpoint" features responses from people within the ND-SMC community and beyond, national and international importance. Submissions should be no more than 100 words, and should be sent to the Editorial Editor, P.O. Box Q on campus, by Wednesday noon.

This week's question: Do you feel the Reagan administration should send more aid to El Salvador?

I am completely opposed to military aid as a matter of personal, conviction, in keeping with the Catholic Bishops' position, and in relation to the Government's Decision and Gambino's presentation.

The Bishops' position recognizes the complex situation in El Salvador as their January statement stresses. The Bishops' opposition is based on the conviction that "no real evidence exists that the government of El Salvador has brought the secure forces under control."

As for our government's rationale, I fear it is shortsighted and too self-serving. To suggest El Salvador as "our back yard" or our policy toward El Salvador as a stand against the spread of Communism, or the idea of one of the few remaining bastions of anticommunism is a notion of Uncle Sam is more suited for the movies than for the best interests of El Salvador.

Consequently, military aid is not the answer; rather, economic aid could help to lessen the plight of the people. The theoretical question for our government, and the cause of democracy is does military aid or economic aid win the hearts and minds of the people?

Bro. Rod Stubble
Stanford Hall
**Why to you always wait till the last minute to send in your taxes?**

I just like to hold on to my money as long as I can. I just love having it over until you have to.

**I'd like this to go out on the very next banana boat to Washington, D.C.**

Michael Molinelli

---

**Molarity**

SILVESTRI, WHERE IS HE? HE WAS SUPPOSED TO MEET ME HERE A HALF AN HOUR AGO. WELL, SHOOT ME.

I WORRY ABOUT HIM. SOMETIME, SILVESTRI DOESN'T TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ENOUGH. IT'S HARD FOR HIM TO UNDERSTAND WHAT OUR SPECIES IS GOING THROUGH.

WHY HE HAVEN'T EVEN BORN WHEN WE MOVED TO FLORIDA IN ORDER TO ESCAPE THE TERRORS OF OUR HOMELAND BY A RUTHLESS Dictator.

---

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**

1. Barbara or Hope [10]
2. Joyce’s [3]
3. Dillon, in friends [15]
4. River into the Olimpico [15]
5. Kind of cloth [16]
6. Exchange premium [17]
7. Showed old movies [18]
8. Legal [20]
9. Standards for other speakers, for short [22]
10. Speeches for other [22]
11. Propellant [42]
12. Grotto, agy. [44]
13. Minor Ilis [45]

**DOWN**

1. Connolly [23]
2. Mume [23]
3. Legal [44]
4. Webster, for one [44]
5. Watcher [45]
6. The cow [45]
7. Jilt [45]
8. Inlet [45]
9. Total [45]
10. Was important [45]
11. Greek market [45]
12. Alps [45]
13. Trilobes [57]
14. Less than [57]

**Michael Molinelli**

---

**Cuba Under Fidel Castro? No, To Alabama Under Wallace?**

---

**Shoe**

Jeff MacNelly

---

**FIRST & FOREMOST**

---

**Fuji BIKES**

---

**Campus**

1:215 p.m. — Lenten mass. Fr. Griffin, lauriston rates. All are welcome.

4:35 p.m. — Lecture, “on his works, on her weaving,” artist Jack soil and weaver Mathis Shahan, anzenberg auditorium.

5:30 p.m. — Lecture, “cell mapping and the method of NGAU analysis for non-linear dynamical systems,” prof. i. u. a. calif. berkeley, 50:31st.

6:30 p.m. — Physics colloquium, “path integral approach to the quantum many body problem.” Dr. john blitzen, u. of ill. illinois.

**Shoe Sale — daily sale, dining halls (nd and smc) an stamped building.

---

**Hoops**

Two scoring ten of the team’s 15 points between them.

As always, there were great and not-so-great performances on the courts. Mark Schonshultt shot 9 of his 11 shots leading his team. Gone With The Wind to 11 point vic­
yors over Skywalkers.

Assistant basketball coach Pete Gillen was 5:12, as his team. Farme­less Lions are dropped a tough two­point decision. Maggie Lally and Sean Mary were both kept off the scoreboard, Lally despite five shots and five minutes between them.

64 Hebrew feast [38]
65 Goldilocks [38]
66 Lilted [40]
67 Shari Matvey were both kept o ff the scoreboard, Lally despite five shots and five minutes between them.

---

**Junior’s Senior Bahamas Trip**

**sign-ups will continue until Friday, May 1 at ND/SMC Student Activities Offices**

Trip will be limited to 300 people.

Absolutely no reservations can be taken in the

Full since final room list must be sent to the hotel in May.

Please bring $50 non-refundable deposits.

---

The Observer Today
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**Third round Bookstore action continues**

By FRANK LaGRotta and SKIP DESJARDIN
Sports Writers

This is the stuff of which Bookstore legends are made. Duane Dickens and Tim Collins playing two on five for nearly fifteen minutes, and readable laughter through 5-2. Suddenly, racing over the horizon come three men, tipping off swanshirts and dropping them as they run. Stacy Torrez, Mared Carter, and Greg Bell arrive in time to save the day, and the game, as the T.P.'s go on to destroy their opponents by a score of 21-11.

Collins, in the same game, shoot an incredible 9-of-10 and leading all scorers. Bell, Bookstore X's Julian Engrin clone; going up in the air again and again to put on a slam-dunk display to easily rival those of the old ABA All-Star games. Aggravated Assault and Dana's Demons, battling long after dark up the Beşparmak courts. Dick Black scores 11-for-35 and Ed Barchini hits 10 of his 18 to lead Aggravated... to a 77-25 overtime win. Not to be outdone, Mark Fisher passes the losers with an 11-25 night. Team namesake Dana Crowley loses his battle with darkiness, making 2 of his 24 shots.

There was another action as well, though maybe not as legendary, as the tenth edition of Bookstore Basketball moved into its third round yesterday.

The fourth-ranked Assassins, led by Bob Crabbe’s 7-10 shooting, and teammate Nick Vehr’s 9-17 performance, defeated Shame Train 21-10. Mike Cahill and Miguel Sagardia each contributed five points in a losing effort.

The tournament’s No. 6 team, Chingchula, cashed in on Gilbert. Salinas’ 81-33 shooting to take an eight point win over the Sophisticados. John Pearl went 5-18, but was all for naught, as he could not lift the Sophisticados over the imposing Salinas and his teammates.

Gregg Williamson and Jim Stone each shot 20 percent from the field. 8-16 and 5-10, respectively, as No. 7 Express-downed Vanilla Thunder by 12.

The Masters of Disaster also won by 12, defeating The Good, The Bad, The Ugly, and The Ugly and The Ugly.

So trade up now. You'll find application forms on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free 800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before you finish this one.

**SUMMER STORAGE SPACE Special discount for ND/SMC students**

Security Patrol Checks

**AN organizing MEETING**

Sunday March 8th 7:00 pm
LaFortune Little Theatre

**Trade up.**

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you, you could have an American Express® Card right now.

Trade the card you've been using every day for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life. You've got great expectations. So right now.

You could have an American Express® Card for all your business lunches, buying clothes for work, paying for vacations — for all sorts of after-school activities.

One of the surest ways to establish yourself is to start out as if you were already established. And just having the Card gives you the chance to establish a solid credit rating.

So trade up now. You'll find application forms on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free 800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before you finish this one.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
The annual Blue-Gold game, marking the official end of spring football practice, is scheduled for Saturday, May 2 at 1 p.m. in Notre Dame Stadium. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students will be admitted at no charge; upon presentation of their student ID cards. Gate 5 only. General admission tickets for the public are available in advance at the ACC's Gate 10 box office from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. through Friday. Tickets for these games are expected to be available to adults and students for $3 each, and for students under 12 at $1 each. Suitable for all ages.

The Notre Dame baseball team, unbeaten in its last six games, has its doubleheader with St. Joseph's rained out yesterday. The Irish, who have won six straight, were leading 6-5 with one out in the ninth when the game was called. The Irish are 23-3 this season.

The Notre Dame women's basketball team's next match is scheduled for March 10 against Miami (Ohio) at the Midwestern University Coliseum. The game is expected to draw a small crowd of fans.

The Notre Dame basketball team's next game is scheduled for March 12 against the University of California, Berkeley. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's tennis team's next match is scheduled for March 13 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's tennis team's next match is scheduled for March 14 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's soccer team's next match is scheduled for March 15 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's soccer team's next match is scheduled for March 16 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for March 17 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for March 18 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's softball team's next match is scheduled for March 19 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's softball team's next match is scheduled for March 20 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for March 21 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for March 22 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's golf team's next match is scheduled for March 23 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's golf team's next match is scheduled for March 24 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's tennis team's next match is scheduled for March 25 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's tennis team's next match is scheduled for March 26 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for March 27 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for March 28 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's softball team's next match is scheduled for March 29 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's softball team's next match is scheduled for March 30 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for March 31 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 1 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 2 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 3 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 4 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 5 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 6 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 7 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 8 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 9 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 10 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 11 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 12 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 13 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 14 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 15 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 16 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 17 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 18 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 19 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 20 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 21 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 22 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's golf team's next match is scheduled for April 23 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 24 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's tennis team's next match is scheduled for April 25 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 26 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team's next match is scheduled for April 27 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 28 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame men's softball team's next match is scheduled for April 29 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.

The Notre Dame women's lacrosse team's next match is scheduled for April 30 against the University of California, Los Angeles. The Irish are expected to win by a wide margin.
**Builds mystique**

**Fischette awaits rematch**

By CRAIG CHVAL

Sports Writer

For Pam Fischette, what she didn't know

would hurt her. Fortunately

for Fischette and her teammates on

the Notre Dame women's tennis team,

though, the freshman sensation is a

quick learner. John DePauw had alwayd

been a thorn in Notre Dame's side,

since she's spending the semester

studying abroad, and Fischette will

be back in her familiar number three

spot.
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Pam Fischette has been a key performer for the Notre Dame women's tennis team this season. Her performance this afternoon at 3:30 p.m. as the Irish play host to DePauw at the Courtyard Tennis Center. (Photo by Tom McGloge)

Three other changes have been made in the Notre Dame receiving corps, a unit which many feel was not unified fully by Devine. One of the changes has been for quarterback Greg Knauf, who has been granted another year of eligibility after sitting out last season with a shoulder injury, move to split end, where he is listed behind juniors Mike Boushka and Dave Con-